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Brian Duff: You're listening to the Mind4Survival Podcast Episode number 32. 

Announcer: Okay people let's begin. Three, two, one. Welcome to Mind4Survival. A show 
designed for anyone actively wanting to improve their safety, security and 
ability to overcome difficult events. Acquire basic thought processes to help 
you in everyday life. Gain insight through thought provoking interviews. Unlock 
your inner potential, be confident and increase your capabilities. This is 
Mind4Survival with your host Brian Duff. 

Brian Duff: Hey, everyone. This is Brian Duff again, and I'd like to welcome you back 
to another episode of the Mind4Survival podcast. What's really cool, this 
is the first episode of 2018, and I'm stoked about the upcoming year. I 
think it's gonna be an awesome year for not only the Mind4Survival and 
the Mind4Survival Facebook group community, but preppers in general. I 
think we have a lot of great things happening out there, and it's just 
gonna be a really, really good time. 

 This week I have a really cool show lined up for you. Now one of the 
things that I've really kind of always had a little bit of an issue with is 
when podcasters such as myself, YouTubers, bloggers, and all of us come 
on, and we tell you, "Hey, here's what this is in prepping." Basically it's 
our opinion, right? One of the things that I like to do is I like to go into 
my Facebook group or wherever I can and talk to other people, and find 
out what the group consensus is on certain issues within the 
preparedness community. That's exactly what I did before this week's 
podcast. 

 A little while ago I was wondering what the biggest prepping mistakes 
are out there. Now, I had my own concept of what they were, but in 
reality, again, who am I? I'm just me, and I could say, "Yeah, this is a 
mistake, that's a mistake," but what better way than to get a consensus 
from a big group of people from across the whole prepping community 
around the world, throughout the United States, and everywhere. I 
really think that's how you find out what truly is happening in the 
prepping community, by reaching out to the community itself and 
finding out. 

 With that, this week's podcast is on the biggest prepping mistakes 
people can make, and I got to this because I was watching some 
YouTube videos and reading some blogs on this. What I took away from 
that was everybody that had an opinion on it had a different opinion. 
Now, there were some little things here and there that a lot of them 
had in common, but by and large everybody just had their own view on 
what the common prepping mistakes were. In my mind, that makes it 
really confusing for the prepper who's out there, who's trying to make 
sure they don't make those same mistakes that other people are doing, 
right? That's what we should be doing. 
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 We should be constantly improving, so the point that it gets down to 
who knows when, maybe years from now, that the mistakes people 
make are so small that they're really insignificant, but we refined 
preparedness and resiliency and self reliance to that point, that very 
few mistakes are made, even by people just getting into it because 
there's such good resources that have been refined over time. 

 With that in mind, I went to the Mind4Survival Facebook group, which 
has over 1,300 or 1,400 members now, and I put it to the Mind4Survival 
survivors. Hey, what do you all think are the biggest prepping mistakes? 
I took the top 10 prepping mistakes that I noticed everybody had on the 
different blogs, and podcasts, and YouTube channels, and I put that into 
a poll. What we came away with was this list of the top five mistakes 
that preppers make. It was awesome, I got some great responses, 
including one that I'll talk about in a little bit that really is a new way 
that I don't know that we've really heard other people talk about this 
preparedness mistake, that was the number one mistake of preppers 
identified by the poll within the Mind4Survival Facebook group. 

 I think it's really interesting, I think it's gonna provide a new insight and 
some new terminology for people, and I think it'll be a basis of a lot of 
good things to come. Make sure you listen through the whole countdown 
from five all the way to number one. Now, what I'm also going to do is 
I'm gonna take the top 10 actually and take the additional five, and I'm 
in the process of wrapping up a YouTube video that will cover all 10. I'll 
have that out probably sometime later this weekend or next week. If 
you go to the Mind4Survival.com website, and sign up for the mailing 
list, you'll get notified of when that happens, or just join the 
Mind4Survival Facebook group, because I always put out everything in 
there. 

 Speaking of the Mind4Survival Facebook group, I just wanna send a big 
thank you to everybody who participated in the Facebook live events 
that we had in the group on New Years Eve and Christmas Eve. They 
were awesome, I had such a fun time, and on the New Years Eve one it 
was really cool because I was able to do a simul-broadcast, I had myself 
and Dale Goodwin both on the Facebook live at the same time. Really, 
we talked a little bit about prepping, but it was a lot of goofing off, and 
going back and forth with the people in the Facebook group. It was just 
so much fun, I had a blast, so thank all of you who showed up for that. 

 With that, let me remind you to stick around for the post show, and 
before I go flapping anymore, let's start the countdown of the top five 
mistakes preppers make. 

Announcer: Prepare yourself. Okay, let's go.  

 Number five. 
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Brian Duff: All right, so according to the Mind4Survival Facebook group poll, the 
number five biggest mistake made by preppers is being bugged about 
bugging out. What does being bugged about bugging out mean? Well, 
there are people out there, and we all see them in different Facebook 
groups and stuff, and these are people who believe this is what they 
should do, but there are people who solely focus on bugging out. 
They're convinced there's no way they're gonna be able to stay in their 
apartment, house, cabin, whatever the case may be, wherever they're 
living. They're convinced that that's it. They have to pack their bags, 
grab their go bag, whatever the case may be, and bug out. 

 Well, you don't know that. That's the problem. That's when I talk about 
different plans and different things that are going on in the world. You 
really never know exactly what's gonna happen. That's why when you 
make plans, you make a primary plan, a secondary plan, a tertiary plan, 
and other contingency plans based upon possibilities that may arise 
within your plan. Now, when you create a plan, you need to look 
realistically at it. Don't look at it with these rose colored glasses 
thinking, "Oh, my plan's the greatest plan," because anybody who has 
done some serious planning in their time, anybody who's in the military 
or other type of law enforcement organizations and all that will tell 
you, they can come up with the greatest plan on paper, but as the old 
saying goes, no plan survives initial contact. 

 Meaning, the guys that you're planning against or the event you're 
planning against doesn't cooperate and jump onto your planning 
schedule and your planning scheme. It does its own thing. Mother 
nature jumps up and does things that we don't expect. So do bad guys, 
therefore your plan is likely to have issues that you didn't consider. As 
people always say, Murphy's right around the next corner waiting to 
jump up and cause you a ton of problems, and screw up your plans. 
Remember, whatever you're planning, even if you're planning on bugging 
out, have contingency plans. Have other plans. When you come up with 
your bug out plan, if you think that's what you're gonna have to do 
based upon your own risk assessment, then that's great. Come up with 
the best bug out plan possible, but realize that that plan may go up in 
smoke the minute an incident happens, and you may be stuck having to 
stay at home. 

 In addition to having a good bug out plan, you definitely wanna make 
sure that you have preps in place so that you can bug in should you need 
to. Heck, look at all the flooding down in Louisiana and Florida and all 
that recently over the past year or so. I know we got people in the 
Mind4Survival Facebook group who have talked about it, where they got 
stuck, so their ability to bug out was limited by a ton of floodwater all 
around them, and the fact that they couldn't get through it. People 
having to walk miles through water and this and that. 

 Depending on your circumstances, depending on people you're traveling 
with, you may be limited. Perhaps you have a family member who can't 
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go as fast. Maybe they're sick with the flu or something else that's real 
nasty, and they can't physically do it. Do you leave your son, daughter, 
husband, wife or anything sitting in the house because, hey, my plan 
was to bug out? No, you adjust the plan. If you haven't made that part 
of your thought process in advance, if you haven't thought that through, 
if you haven't discussed that with people and bounced your plan off 
other people, and come up with some contingencies, come up with hey, 
how much food do we need in our house in case we do have to bug in 
for a week, a month, whatever the case may be. 

 Maybe it's just a few days, do you have enough to get by or are you 
slowly thinking that I'm gonna grab my bug out bag or my inch bag or 
whatever the case may be, and I'm never coming home. Right? No. You 
need to have that plan. Again, I can't stress it enough. If you're all 
bugged about bugging out, you're probably selling yourself short, and 
you're not doing yourself the best service possible, and you're limiting 
yourself and your options should you be presented with a situation that 
wasn't what you planned on. Remember, don't focus just on bugging out, 
concentrate on bugging in. 

 Concentrating on maybe having short bug out locations. Like hey, maybe 
your house becomes unlivable, and you still can't get to where you need 
to go or your bug out location where your friends are, whatever the 
case may be. Whatever we wanna call it, the place you're gonna go to 
for safety, maybe you can't get there, but maybe your house becomes 
uninhabitable for whatever reason it is, or you don't ever get to your 
house because you're trying to get home and things are crazy. Have 
intermediate places located that maybe you have a friend that lives a 
block away that you can stay with, or two blocks away, or something 
like that. 

 It's all the things that you need to think about, again, when you're 
considering what if your plan doesn't fail. That's the biggest question 
you can ask yourself, when going through the planning process is what 
if? What if this happens? What if I can't get more than 10 minutes down 
the road? What if my truck doesn't work? What if my back was injured 
the week before and I can't carry a backpack now? That's all stuff that 
you need to think about. You can what if things to death. You know, 
we're really good at what if-ing things in our life. Oh, what if this 
happens? What if that happens? About simple stuff, you know. I don't 
know, stupid stuff sometimes. 

 What we really need to what if is those things that are gonna happen 
possibly that if we don't what if in advance could cause us physical pain 
and anguish. Plus the emotional side of it too. Hey, you break your leg 
and now you can't go anywhere, or you have an injury and you didn't 
plan on it, then you're stuck. Then what do you do? All this great 
preparedness that you did in advance just might get you nowhere 
because you had a siloed look upon how your planning was supposed to 
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go. You were focused on one plan and that was it. Don't do that, get 
multiple plans. 

 Remember, always consider whether it's the route you're taking, the 
food you're eating, or the plan in general, have a primary plan, have a 
secondary plan, have a tertiary plan, and then within that plan have 
other contingencies for pop up scenarios or thing that may happen. You 
need to do that to give yourself the best chance at not only surviving, 
but thriving when faced with adversity. Because after all, that's what we 
as preppers are, right? We're people who want to plan on thriving in the 
face of adversity. 

 We want to be successful when the chips are down and the world is 
against us, for lack of a better term. When you're up against mother 
nature, you're up against whatever craziness comes our way in the 
future. Hopefully, again, I hope we don't see any of this in our lifetimes. 
I hope our kids, our grandkids, anybody down the road, I hope 
everything works out and there's no problems. The reality of the 
situation and history shows us that is not the case, so in our world, and I 
don't understand people who don't look this way, it's better to spend a 
little bit of time. Some of us like me, and I'm sure a lot of you spend a 
lot of time, working on our preparedness, thinking about our 
preparedness, but if we're gonna go to all that effort let's make sure 
that we take that extra effort to plan accordingly, and let's just not 
focus on one thing like being bugged about bugging out. 

 Next up. 

Announcer: Number four. 

Brian Duff: The next greatest prepping mistake according to the Mind4Survival 
Facebook group is all buy and no fly. All buy and no fly is in reference to 
the people who buy tons of gear. They go on Amazon, they look at all 
the sales, have 10 Sawyer minis, 15 flashlights, who knows how many 
backpacks. Now, I'm okay with backpacks, and actually I'm okay with 
flashlights too, and Sawyer minis, but I recently had this conversation 
with a good friend of mine, Dane Hixon and his wife, because Dane who 
is a prepper but not fully bought into the whole preparedness thing. I 
mean, he does stuff to make sure his family's taken care of, but 
probably is like your Joe kind of light, prepper light kind of guy. Dane's 
an awesome guy. 

 Anyway, we were out at dinner, and his wife was talking about it. When 
she went down into the garage or the basement or something, all of his 
backpacks, just bags and bags and bags. I thought about it and realized, 
and Dane and I kind of goofed on it was how much we loved bags and 
backpacks. I have a garage shelf full of the things that I'll probably 
never use, kind of like flashlights. A box of flashlights, how many 
flashlights can I use at once? Then again, being a prepper, you never 
know. I got one in each door of my truck and all this stuff. 
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 Anyhow, people that are all buy and no fly are the people that go out 
and they buy a ton of equipment, they put it on the shelf, and they 
never use it. Sometimes it stays in the box, or whatever the case may 
be, but then what happens is, and we've talked about this on this 
podcast and I know it's been talked about on tons of other podcasts is 
when you go to use it, especially if it's an emergency situation, the 
worst time to use a piece of equipment for the first time is during an 
emergency situation. That kind of rhymed, right? The worst time to use 
some equipment is ... I don't really know how that sounds, anyway, but 
whatever. You get the idea. 

 Don't have the first time you use a piece of equipment or a piece of 
gear be when you actually have to use it because you or a family 
member or friend or someone else's life depends on it, or there's a 
really significant event happening that depends on that piece of 
equipment or gear. Get it out, break it open, even if it's one or two 
times just messing with it, looking at it, seeing how it works. So when 
you do have to use it, you know what's going on with it. 

 Likewise, all buy and no fly just doesn't apply to equipment. It also 
applies to planning, right? We got done talking about planning under 
number five, but one of the critical points of planning is actually using 
your plan. Now that doesn't mean waiting for a scenario to happen and 
use it. That means once you come up with your plan, the first thing to 
do is discuss it with the people that are part of the plan, because a lot 
of times if those people have any knowledge of preparedness or 
emergency situations or whatever, they're gonna come back and provide 
you with feedback about your plan. Some of it may be good, some of it 
may be bad. 

 If you're somebody that gets a little butt hurt when somebody criticizes 
you or your plan, think about it. There's one of two things going on. 
Either A, your plan has a flaw in it that needs to be fixed and that 
person noticed it, so take that look at it and see like, oh hey, I can 
make this a better plan thanks to this guy or this gal's input, which is 
awesome. That's what it's all about, coming together as a group and 
making the best plan or taking the best course of action possible. 

 Now the other option is that that person doesn't have a clue what 
they're talking about, and your plan is really good, so at first consider 
their constructive criticism. If you think or if other people agree with 
you and they all think that no, that's really not a good course of action, 
then use that moment as a teaching moment. Not to belittle the person, 
not to make fun of them, and tear them down, and say how stupid they 
are, but as a teaching moment to help them improve so when they have 
to make a plan or they're helping you with your plan in the future, they 
are a better contributor to your planning process, which in turn helps 
increase and improve your overall preparedness. 
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 Again, make sure whenever you get a plan, before you do anything with 
it, review it with people. Get feedback on it, then once you have your 
plan, once you've gotten your feedback on the plan, and you think on 
paper it's the best plan that you can make at that time, then start doing 
walkthroughs. By walkthroughs you don't have to run, you just say, 
"Okay." If it's a family home emergency plan you say, "All right, there's a 
fire in the garage, what do we do?" You can have everybody go through 
how they walk out of the house and where they go to their rally point, 
where they meet up outside to make sure that everybody's okay. 

 Over time, gradually increase the stress on that. Speed up the plan, so 
now people are moving. You don't necessarily always wanna run because 
what happens when you run? You trip over things, you fall, you break 
stuff, and it's just like when I was a firefighter. No firefighter runs on 
the fire ground, because when you do, you trip over things, you get 
hurt, and then you cause more problems. Have people move out with 
expediency, have people move out with a purpose, and get out to 
whatever area you have for a rally point on the plan. 

 Do that a bunch of times, and gradually ratchet it up so that when the 
event actually happens, the event isn't as stressful as when you guys 
actually trained on it. Now when you're doing all this training, and 
people are going out there and going through the crawl, walk, run 
phases of your planning and your rehearsals, they'll gradually get better. 
They'll get better, and better, and better. While they're doing that, 
you're also gonna notice when things aren't right with the plan. At this 
point, you're really just fine tuning it, because by the time you've 
reviewed it and everything and you've gone through the initial super 
slow walk phase and you're getting up to the faster phases, you probably 
will have found out a bunch of things that are wrong with your plan, and 
you will fine tune them. 

 One thing that people do that's a pet peeve of mine when they're 
making their plans is that they assign specific tasks to specific people. 
In other words, like Bob is always gonna do X. Well, you never know 
what is wrong with Bob. Maybe Bob's not even around, or maybe Bob's 
part of the reason why you have the emergency plan going on because 
he's hurt or whatever the case may be. What you do is come up with 
ideas on, hey, somebody needs to do X, somebody needs to do Y, and 
somebody needs to do Z. Now when something happens, just make sure 
X, Y, and Z get covered. 

 When you're walking through your rehearsals, when you're doing your 
crawl, walk, run phase have everybody practice doing the tasks X, Y, 
and Z so that way everybody knows what they are, and everybody can 
do them, and then everybody can check to make sure that they were 
done once you get to your rally point or once you all get together, 
whatever the case may be, to figure out, hey, did we all get our stuff 
done? 
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 What that also does is give you redundancy in people. You don't want to 
ever depend on just one person, because then you're stuck when 
something happens, right? It's that old kind of moniker, that old saying 
that we all say in the prepping community, one is none, two is one, 
right? Well, we talk about that when it comes to gear and equipment, it 
actually applies to people too. Take that into account when you're 
making your plan, and never forget to have people review your plan and 
provide constructive feedback, to use the feedback you get for teaching 
moments for yourself and for those who are part of your planning 
process, and then also to make sure that you go through the rehearsals 
of the crawl, walk, run phase to further fine tune your plan. Then 
finally, make sure that you cross train everybody so that no person is a 
critical point of failure when you actually enact your plan in a real, 
possibly life and death scenario. 

 Next on the countdown of the top five mistakes made by preppers, we 
have ... 

Announcer: Number three. 

Brian Duff: All right, so the number three greatest prepping mistake is mono focus. 
Right? What does mono focus mean? Mono focus means having all your 
focus on just one aspect of prepping. That can be hey, I'm just focusing 
on an EMP, or hey, I'm just focusing on a civil uprising, or I'm just gonna 
focus on having this gigantic arsenal of guns and ammo, and all this 
stuff, and be awesome with weapons. Hey, I don't have a bag of rice, I 
don't have a bag of beans, I don't have any long term storage food. 
When it all comes down, I'm gonna have to eat my guns, or try to figure 
out what to do with the guns to get me food, or I'm gonna take those 
guns and go off and hunt like everybody else is, or whatever the case 
may be. 

 Mono focus is just, it's tunnel vision. I guess that's a better term for it in 
a way, or maybe, I don't know. It's just as good a term, but anyway, it's 
mono focus. It's tunnel vision, it's looking at something and not 
considering anything outside of that one aspect, or being so into that 
one aspect that it kind of decreases from the rest of your prepping. 
Now, everybody knows I'm pro gun, obviously, and I enjoy guns. I always 
have and I grew up around them and I used them in the military and 
carried them for years overseas and all that good stuff. 

 What do I know is hey, if I have an arsenal of 100 guns, how many of 
those guns can I realistically shoot? If something happens where I have 
to bug out, how many of those guns would I take with me because that 
takes up a lot of space. Better yet is how much money did I spend on 
those guns that could have been better spent elsewhere? Perhaps some 
long term storage food, maybe taking a training class to teach me how 
to use those guns really well. 
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 You know, the other bad side about being mono focused is when 
something bad happens to you. For example, I've talked about it here on 
the podcast before is years ago, probably about seven years ago now I 
was robbed while I was overseas. When they broke into my house, they 
went through my house, and I guess they got to the closet door where I 
kept my guns, because my gun safe was in the closet, but I had a 
deadbolt lock on that door figuring, hey, this will really keep somebody 
out. Well, burglars are really good at what they do. Just like most of us 
are really good at whatever job we do, burglars are really good at what 
they do. One of the things that they're good at is breaking through 
doors. 

 These guys went in, and I had my door deadbolt locked, the closet door 
where the guns were stored inside. They used a hammer or a saw, I'm 
not really sure what, but they chopped through the middle of the door 
to buckle the door, and then they took my gun safe because nobody was 
home, it was over Memorial Day weekend I believe. They rolled it out 
the front door at night and took off with it. What do you have in your 
gun safe? You have all your guns, plus other valuables you put in there. 

 I know a lot of people that, hey, I got a gun safe so I'll put my guns in 
there, but hey let's put the jewelry in there, let's do this, let's do that 
and put our stuff in there that means something to us. When they got 
the safe and it went out the front door, my entire gun collection I think 
minus one gun was in that safe and were gone. Now you gotta replace 
it. If you have a mono focus, and you focus all on one aspect of 
something, you might be really good at that aspect, but if your gun safe 
gets wheeled out or you get robbed and all your guns get stolen, or 
whatever. 

 You buy all food and you don't have any firearms, you don't have 
anything to defend yourself, or you forego working on your house to 
make your house resilient as possible, or you buy food and no water, so 
now you have dehydrated food but you don't have water to rehydrate it 
with. Whatever the case may be, you all get the point on what I'm 
talking about here. 

 It's not having a singular focus. Making sure that when you look at 
something, when you take into account all the different aspects that 
apply to your prepping, that you look at those realistically, and you 
account for all these different areas. Again, just like we talked about 
right before this is when you come up with your overall preparedness 
plan, run it by other people. Get feedback, get input from them, talk to 
other people. 

 We get so wrapped around the axle, some of us, about OPSEC. There's 
nothing wrong with going to your friends or going to other people and 
saying, "Hey, here's my general plan." You may not wanna give them 
specifics, that's up to you, but to run some generalities by people. 
Especially people who have dealt with similar situations in real life and 
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who have planned, like I said earlier. The military or people who have 
worked overseas, law enforcement, firefighters or whatever who do 
emergency planning, so they can look at something and say, "You know 
what? I think you're missing an aspect here or whatever." There's 
consultants out there, whatever the case may be. 

 Never rely on you and your family's lives relying on the plan you came 
with, with no review, because there's a really good chance that you may 
have missed something due to what we're gonna talk about later, which 
is actually the number one prepper mistake according to the 
Mind4Survival Facebook group. Anyway, it gets in your way of actually 
taking a realistic view of what you do, what you plan, how you are, 
what your capabilities are. Again, regardless of what it is, make sure 
that you don't have that mono focus. Make sure in case you do have that 
mono focus that you're reaching out to other people and having them 
give you some input to help keep you on the right track to ultimate and 
squared away preparedness. 

 All right, and next on the countdown is ... 

Announcer: Number two. 

Brian Duff: All right, so here we are at number two. The second biggest mistake 
made by preppers according to the awesome members of the 
Mind4Survival Facebook group. Now, that second biggest mistake that 
preppers make is all talk, no action. What does that mean? That means 
that people get together and they talk about preparedness, they sit 
around and go, "Oh, look at my gear, look at this man, I would do this. 
Oh yeah, I would bug out from the southern tip of Florida all the way to 
the northern tip of Alaska, because that's what I can do. I can totally 
walk that far, and I could do this and that, and blah-blah-blah." We 
know how it goes. 

 Hey, we're all guilty of it at times. Not saying that I haven't done it and 
everybody else hasn't done it, it's what we do. I think we can all agree 
on this, that even though what we're talking about is kind of dark, 
preparedness is a dark topic. We're talking about people being hurt, 
tragedy, disaster, all that stuff. It's not a great topic to be honest with 
you. Maybe there's some people who like it, and hey, there's all kinds of 
people in the world. 

 We're not talking about great stuff, but at the same time the people 
who are into preparedness by and large, most of us enjoy thinking about 
it. We enjoy not the bad side of it, but how would I do this? We're 
problem solvers. How could I figure this out? How could if I was in Key 
West and I had flown down from Anchorage, how could I get back home 
if this would happen? We sit around and talk about it. 

 Well, that's great. We talk about it and hey, talking about stuff is good. 
It gets your mind thinking, it helps in your situational awareness, it 
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helps speed up your OODA loop process when you're going through that. 
If you don't know what the OODA loop process is, by all means go check 
the Mind4Survival website out, and I have a couple of blog posts up 
there on the OODA loop and situational awareness and all that. Go 
check those out because it'll help you. OODA loop is a great way to think 
about things, and it's a great way to help you increase your situational 
awareness. 

 Anyhow, that's what having conversations do, right? It helps us go 
through our mind, helps us think through our OODA loop so when the 
actual event happens, we're that much faster, that much more accurate 
with our responses to the event, whatever that event might be. Now 
where the problem comes in is that people get out and the all talk no 
action is people that talk about it all the time, talk, talk, talk, but they 
never plan. Now, I think it's always good to have written plans, that's 
great, but you have people out there, say firefighters or some of the 
people in the military who have really done a lot of this for a living and 
for their life, that's what they've been paid to do. They're real good at it 
and can probably do it on the fly. 

 If you're not, you really need to sit down and think through the various 
scenarios of whatever you're trying to plan for, whether it's bugging out, 
bugging in, whether it's a home family emergency plan, like hey what do 
we do if there's a fire? What do we do if there's a flood? What happens if 
something goes on in the community? How do we link up with the kids? 
How do we communicate? How do we get everybody back here? How do 
we go to where we're going to do? Someone's sick, how do we get them 
to the hospital? What if a train is coming across the tracks and we try to 
get to the hospital, do we go around the train? Do we wait on the train? 

 All those different aspects of things that you need to think about when 
you're planning. What happens is, people don't write them down. People 
don't think that through. They talk about it. They talk about, "Oh, this is 
what I think I would do." Have a beer and kind of go back and forth over 
something, but they really never take an actual look at it and really 
make it happen. Again, all talk, no action. They talk about 
preparedness, but they don't actually follow through and come up with 
any sort of plan. No family plans, no bug out plans. 

 The same goes for equipment, right? We talk about that all the time. 
People go off, and we mentioned earlier, they buy a ton of equipment. 
Hit REI up, use their REI points to buy a ton of stuff, or get online for 
Amazon Prime days, or whatever the heck all these different sales are. 
Black Friday, pink Tuesday, and I don't know, red Thursday or whatever 
the heck they are. They go on there and they buy all this stuff, and then 
you don't use it. They don't even look at it. Don't pull it out of the 
wrapper, and it's sitting down, and I've got some of it. 

 There's things I've bought, but usually I've taken that apart before and 
played with it, and I might buy a backup, but still it's a good idea even 
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to take backups out of the wrapper to make sure it's not broken. How 
many times do we buy things and they're broken? We talked about 
Murphy earlier, but you know what's gonna happen. You're gonna take 
something that you know how to use, and because you've never pulled it 
out of the wrapper, you're gonna be out in the middle of nowhere, 
you're gonna need to do something with it and use it in a situation that 
really could be a crisis, could be a disaster, an emergency, what have 
you. You're gonna pull it out, and it's gonna be broken. 

 Maybe it's a water filter, and where the tube for the uptake of the water 
is, is broken. Now what do you do? Or think things through that as well. 
Like hey, if this is broken, how am I gonna get past this? How am I gonna 
make this work? What, again, is my secondary, tertiary, tertiary being 
your third plan, and what are my contingency plans? If my water filter is 
broken, do I have the ability to boil water? Do I have the ability to 
chemically treat my water? Whatever the case may be. What are you 
gonna do to take care of that water to make it safe to drink? 

 That's all stuff you need to consider in your planning process when 
you're going through stuff. Again, back to the topic of the number two 
mistake that preppers make is all talk and no action. Make sure that 
whenever you do something as a prepper, whether it's with gear or 
making plans, that you actually follow through with it and do it. You use 
it, you make the plans, you test the plans, you walk through them, and 
do all that. Don't be one of those people who is all talk, and no action. 

 Next up is the moment you've all been waiting for. I mean, I imagine you 
have all been on pins and needles just waiting for this, crawling out of 
your skin waiting to find out what the number one biggest mistake 
preppers make is. Really, well maybe you really weren't crawling out of 
your skin and all that, I don't know. Regardless, I'm having fun talking 
about it like this, so anyhow. With that, let's go ahead and get on over 
to the Grand Poobah of all prepper mistakes. 

Announcer: Number one. 

Brian Duff: All right, so here we are. We've made it to the number one biggest 
mistake preppers make, and I was really happy when I saw the members 
of the Mind4Survival Facebook group vote this as the number one 
mistake, because it was what I deemed to be the number one mistake 
as well. It was kind of cool to see that we're all on the same sheet of 
music with things. Now, what the number one mistake is, I originally 
made a mistake when I labeled it. I was calling it normalcy bias, and I 
called it normalcy bias from the aspect that preppers kind of are 
opposite of people who truly suffer from normalcy bias, where they 
don't wanna admit a problem can happen because they just don't want 
to. I was looking at is there's a lot of preppers, a lot of us are out there 
that we look at things, and we don't want to admit we're not as capable 
as we are of something. 
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 However, Scott Hole in the Mind4Survival Facebook group corrected me 
on this, and he told me about the Dunning-Kruger effect. Now I've been 
researching this ever since, because it is perfect. It's exactly what the 
situation is with so many of us preppers. Actually, in studying about it, it 
applies to everybody because we all have this problem I think at some 
times in our life. Now, I think there are people that are more 
susceptible to having this across the spectrum of preparedness or so 
many other things that happen in their lives, but what this is, again, is 
the Dunning-Kruger effect. 

 The Dunning-Kruger effect is the brain child of a couple of 
psychologists, Dunning and Kruger obviously, right? They came up with 
this theory that they released in 1999, so it's actually not that old, but 
what the Dunning-Kruger effect is, is that basically people with little 
knowledge or ability believe that they are more competent and capable 
than they are. Typically the people with the most minimal knowledge or 
ability suffer from the greatest overestimation of their true knowledge 
and ability. We've all seen this out there, where someone who hardly 
knows anything just thinks they're a total expert at it. It comes back to 
that whole saying where a little knowledge can be dangerous. Especially 
dangerous to the people who don't have the knowledge, because they 
think they do, right? 

 It's these people really that suffer from this, and again we all do this at 
times, right? I'm not saying it's any one particular person, but I believe if 
we know what potential issues that may befall us, that we can do our 
best to make sure that they don't happen to us. Just like suffering from 
the Dunning-Kruger effect, because again, it can affect any of us, right? 
In other words, when it comes of the Dunning-Kruger effect, most 
people are ignorant of the fact that they're ignorant. They really don't 
know, and it applies to everybody. 

 Again, we really don't know what we don't know, right? If you don't know 
something, how do you know if you're doing it wrong? How do you know 
if you're doing it right? You don't know. You might think you are, but 
that's just kind of the way it goes. The bad side to that is again, people 
that have a little knowledge and they think they know what's going on, 
they can be extremely overconfident. It's like somebody that might have 
gone bouldering and climbed a couple of small rocks all of a sudden 
thinking like, "Hey, this isn't so bad, I know what I'm doing here. I can go 
climb the face of half dome or go climb some big mountain." Then they 
get themselves in trouble, because again, they really don't know what 
they don't know, and they don't realize how much they don't know. By 
not knowing something, they can get themselves into such a bad 
situation, right? 

 These people often also don't take criticism well, because they feel that 
they're really good at what they do, because again they just have a 
little bit of knowledge. They're like, "Hey, I know everything about this, 
why are you telling me about this?" As people gain more knowledge and 
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ability, they become more rational with their self evaluation. They're 
able to reflect on themselves, so just think about it in this way. 

 If you learn just a little something about preparedness or whatever the 
case may be, you think you know everything about cars because you 
watched an auto show on TV, well then you think you know that. Now if 
you go take an auto repair class and you start getting into it, and you 
realize, "Oh, holy cow, you know what? There's some little screws way 
down in that carburetor that I need to know how to adjust, or these jets 
and this and that, and I don't have any idea with they are." Then what 
happens is you start gaining the understanding that hey, maybe I don't 
know everything about this, and maybe there's a lot more to learn. You 
start becoming humble. 

 What also happens at the same time when you start gaining more 
competency, your confidence level starts to drop. When you first start 
off, you start off with no skills and no competency, no confidence. 
That's the basic person who doesn't understand anything. When we look 
at it from a preparedness point of view is it's that person that we call 
the sheep, or the person that's walking out there just with a normalcy 
bias that refuses to acknowledge they need to be prepared, right? 

 Then something happens in their life, whether it's another prepper 
convincing them about it, or something happens that they realize hey, I 
should probably be more prepared. Look at the fires out in California 
recently, right? I guarantee you there's a bunch of people out there who 
never kept a go back that now, even though they may not consider 
themselves preppers, they have go bags ready because you never know 
when that stuff's gonna happen, right? 

 You have that person that all of a sudden they realize I need to be 
prepared, and so they start looking into it a little bit. Maybe they watch 
a few YouTube videos, and the next thing you know this person thinks, 
"Hey, I am the greatest thing since sliced bread," because they go from 
no understanding to having just a little bit, but they think that hey, I 
have a ton of experience, I have a ton of knowledge, so I'm super 
competent at being prepared and what's involved in preparedness. 

 Well, again, they have very little competency, but they have this 
overwhelming, this huge amount of confidence. What does that do? 
When someone has a lot of confidence and no ability, they can get like 
we talked about earlier where a guy or a gal who can climb a little rock 
all of a sudden thinks they're a mountain climber and can get in a lot of 
trouble. The same goes with preparedness. Now when that 
preparedness person goes from being, hey, he's a YouTube warrior, the 
person went and got his PhD from YouTube university and thinks he or 
she knows everything about preparedness. 

 Now they're sitting down, and maybe they go to Rick Austin's Prepper 
Camp, and they go and do a nature walk, and they practice using a bow 
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drill to start a fire. All of a sudden they realize, hey, I watched a ton of 
YouTube videos on how to start fires with bow drills, and I always 
thought it looked really easy, but maybe it just looked easy because 
that guy or gal doing it really knew what they were doing and had tons 
of experience and a lifetime of doing it. It's really not that easy, but I'm 
starting to get it. 

 Over time, that person that at one point thought they knew everything 
because they watched a YouTube video is now exposed to the reality 
that they're not as good as they thought they were, and so they have 
this drop in confidence. In the early phases after they come out of being 
a PhD from YouTube university, people start gaining competence, they 
become better at what they're doing, but their confidence drops 
because they now realize they don't know as much as they thought they 
did. Well, over time they'll gradually start increasing their education. 
They gradually start increasing their training, and eventually they get to 
a point where their amount of competence kind of equals their 
confidence. 

 All of a sudden they're like, "Hey, you know what? I didn't know what I 
was doing before, but I'm starting to figure it out, and I may not be the 
world's greatest person to start a fire with a bow drill, but I'm decent at 
it. I can make it happen if need be." Then you move forward to the 
phase where now their confidence starts coming up, because their 
competence comes up. Now a person's taking his nature walk, and then 
he went down or she went down and spent a week out in a nature 
course training. Then took those skills and have gone camping every 
weekend for the past six months, and man, they're really good at that 
bow drill now. They can start a fire lickety split. 

 Now their confidence is coming up, their competence is coming up, and 
eventually, and you've heard me talk about this before on here where 
when the first time they go to use that bow drill it's total conscious 
competence. Man, they're having to work at it. They're like, okay, they 
have to think every part of it through as they do it. Eventually just like 
tying your shoes, it becomes second nature. Eventually they master that 
bow drill because they practice it, they take classes on it, they watch 
those YouTube videos, and they refine their technique. They get to the 
point where they don't even have to think about it, they pull out their 
bow drill, a couple pieces of wood, and lickety split in the middle of a 
down pouring rain storm, somehow they're coming away with a fire. 

 That's kind of the whole phase. You go from not knowing anything and 
not having any confidence to really not knowing anything and having a 
ton of confidence, to starting to learn something, losing your 
confidence, and coming all the way back up until you know a ton and 
you have a lot of confidence. The only caveat with that is when you 
truly master something, what you realize is even though you're really 
good at what you do, that you are truly the top 1% of everything and 
when it comes to bow drilling or whatever the case may be. What you 
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realize is, you never have as much confidence then as you did when you 
didn't know anything, because you always know that something can 
happen, that Murphy's waiting around the corner. 

 There's some really interesting statistics that back all this up. There was 
a study done that studied American drivers, and what the study found 
after surveying all these drivers was that 88% of American drivers think 
they're above average. That means 88, almost let's just say 90 out of 
every 100 drivers thinks they're better than the average. That's 
impossible to happen. There was another study done where they 
interviewed engineers from two separate companies, and 32% of the 
engineers from one company and 42% of the engineers from another 
company all thought they were in the top 5% of all the engineers from 
both companies. It's impossible to happen, you can't have 30% of the 
people being in the top five. If you have 100 people, only five of them 
can be in the top five, but yet 30-some people at one company thought 
they were in the top five, and 40-some odd percent of the people in the 
other company thought they were in the top five. It's impossible. 

 By and large, across society, and even within the prepping community, 
and we've all seen this is people tend to think that they're better at 
tasks than they are. You see this when it comes out in the tactical side 
of things with the shooting stuff, and I see it because of my background 
in the military is you'll see people out there that think like, "Oh yeah, 
I'm pretty much like, I'm as good as special forces," or, "I'm as good as a 
ranger," or, "I'm as good as a delta force guy," or whatever the case may 
be. What they don't realize is yeah, you go out to the range and you do 
your static targets, you do some training for a couple days a week, is 
that those guys and gals in the military that do stuff, they spend weeks 
and weeks, and months and months, and just hour after hour of training 
on those things. It's second nature to them, they're really good at it. 

 Now I'm not saying that civilians can't become really good in 
preparedness skills including shooting, survival, and all of that, because 
some of the best shots, some of the best survivors in the world are 
civilians. It's because they practice at it, they train at it, they get 
education on it, and they wanna be a master of it. Again, they do a lot 
to make it happen to get up to that whole unconscious competence 
level, but it's the ones that are back there watching YouTube and 
thinking they know how to do everything. 

 Hey, I watched a Kyle Lam video, and I watched how he moved, and 
shot, and communicated, and all that. I'm as good as that guy because I 
just know how to do that stuff, it just happens. I played Call of Duty, 
now I'm a Call of Duty ninja warrior, right? No, that's not the way it 
happens. 

 Now, where does all this go? First, it's totally possible to overcome all of 
this. After all, the first step to overcoming a problem is to identify you 
have the problem. If you're truly honest with yourself, if you do a true 
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self reflection about your capabilities and are honest with yourself, and 
say hey, talking about shooting let's say for example. You say, "Hey, I go 
to the range once a month or once every two months, and I shoot at 
some static targets. Does that really make me an awesome special 
forces operator? No, it doesn't." Does it make you good? Does it make 
you better than maybe a lot of people? Sure. 

 Does it make you great as you think you are? No, because again, a lot of 
times what do we do? We compare ourselves to our peer group and 
those around us. If you're shooting out there with buddies from your 
neighborhood or in your prepper group and no one has that experience, 
where they are really good at shooting or really good at something, or 
have worked around people that are really good, then you're comparing 
yourself to each other. How do you know if you're really good or not? 
Because maybe you all, and don't take this personally anybody, but 
maybe you all suck at something. Maybe I suck at something, and when 
I'm around my buddies, I think I'm a rock star because we all suck at it. 
Right? The same thing goes for you. If you suck at something and none 
of your friends have a point of reference, maybe you stink at it too. 

 That's one of the things is now that you know that there's this problem 
out there, the Dunning-Kruger effect, you can realistically look at 
yourself and possibly deal with it to head off anything. Now, how do you 
head off the Dunning-Kruger effect applying to you or you being 
affected by the Dunning-Kruger effect? Really, so the first way to do it is 
to find out how competent you are at something by asking other people 
for their feedback. Again, don't make this a self licking ice cream cone. 
Don't ask your best friend who stinks at it too. Go out of your comfort 
zone. Go to take a class on it where you have a possible expert teaching 
you, and then see how it works out. Maybe you do watch a YouTube 
video, try to do what they do in the same time, but get out of your 
comfort zone. Go out there and talk to others, have others evaluate 
you, and have other people provide you with good, honest feedback. 

 Remember, like I said earlier, when you get that good, honest feedback, 
accept it. Don't get upset by it, it's not personal. Now people can be 
jerks and all that when they give you feedback, and they can make fun 
of you or whatever, because that's just what a lot of human nature is, 
but don't take it that way. Take it as like, hey, you can be a jerk to me 
right now but I'm taking what you say and I'm putting that in my toolbox 
and using that to improve my preparedness. Eventually, I'm gonna come 
back here and be better at whatever this task is than you are. Again, 
take feedback, don't let yourself get upset by it, but use it to improve 
yourself and constantly, constantly improve. 

 Now the second way to finding out how competent you are is to keep 
educating yourself and training yourself through classes, reading, etc. 
Going out to the woods or going somewhere and actually doing what the 
tasks are that you wanna be competent in. Like we talked about earlier, 
when someone watches YouTube and they have their PhD or their 
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masters degree from YouTube U, they don't know if they stink at 
something, right? It's through education, it's through training, it's 
through continuous trial and error that they slowly figure it out. They 
say, "Hey, you know what? I'm not as good at this as I thought I was," but 
over time they gradually improve. 

 If you think you're really good at something, make sure you continue to 
take training, make sure you take criticism, and if you get to the point 
where you realize all of a sudden that, hey, I'm not good at this as I 
thought, then you are likely suffering from the Dunning-Kruger effect, 
but now at least you know it. Now you can work at improving yourself 
and making sure that you don't let the Dunning-Kruger effect cause you 
to be less competent than you can be with some extra training and 
extra effort. 

 Don't forget, when it comes to extra education and extra training, 
knowledge is power. The more knowledge you have, the more you do 
something, the more experience you gain, the better you are at it, and 
the more knowledgeable you are on how to implement that, and how 
that can figure into your plan. Again, this goes into planning. Are you 
good at planning or not? Don't think that you're good at planning if you 
never have anybody from outside your little sphere of influence provide 
you with some solid critiques on your plan, and help get you better. 

 Anyhow, the Dunning-Kruger effect is the number one biggest mistake 
preppers make. Now don't let yourself make the same mistake as the 
rest of us. Improve, improve, improve, and constantly do realistic self 
evaluation. Now, before we get to the post show, I really hope you 
enjoyed this. I hope you got a lot out of it. I hope you realize that the 
top five prepping mistakes are easy for any of us to make, and it's up to 
each one of us as individuals and as friends of other preppers to help 
one another and help ourselves not fall into the trap of any of these top 
five mistakes. 

 Now, don't forget, if you wanna follow up and see what all 10 of these 
are either join the Mind4Survival Facebook group or go over and check 
out my YouTube channel and subscribe, because I will have a video up 
within the next week that goes over all 10 of the greatest mistakes 
preppers make. 

 Now for the post show, I wanna start off with a quick thank you out to 
the Mind4Survival Facebook group for providing such great input for this 
show. It's just awesome, I truly appreciate it, and I rely upon you for a 
lot of what comes out here in the podcast in order to give everybody in 
the preparedness community as much of a wide breadth of knowledge 
as possible. Again, I don't like this stuff coming just from me. Brian 
thinks, and Brian says, or bozo prepper B says, or whatever this dude or 
this gal over here says. I'm just one person, we're just one person, but 
together as a community we see what goes on around us, we come 
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together, and we're able to come up with some really good ideas on how 
to help ourselves and others become better prepared. 

 Now if you're somebody within the preparedness community who has a 
skill that you teach or you're really passionate about and really good at, 
or you have a preparedness related business, maybe as firearms 
training, maybe as survival, bushcraft, a medical course, something 
about food, whatever the case may be. Something prepper related, and 
you wanna get some traction, and you wanna get the word out there, 
and you'd like to come on the Mind4Survival podcast and be a guest, 
then by all means go to my Facebook page, go to the Facebook group 
and join that, or go to the Mind4Survival.com website and email me 
through there, and we'll see what we can do. I can't get everybody on, 
but I'm all about promoting people across the preparedness industry. 
Again, I don't do ads on this now, I don't do all that stuff. I'm just big 
right now on making sure that we get the word out and help everyone 
become as prepared as possible. 

 Now with that, and to wrap it up before I go, if all of you iTunes 
listeners would do me a huge favor and go to iTunes, and click on the 
Mind4Survival podcast, and leave me a five star rating and review. Now, 
only leave me a five star rating and review if you think I deserve it, but 
if you do, please go leave me that review or that rating at least. The 
rating is just when you click on the little stars, and that's all you have to 
do. They turn yellow, and then it's saved, and it gives me a rating. Those 
really help getting the podcast out there, because it raises the podcast 
up in the search results, it raises it up when it gets onto iTunes and 
people are looking for it on there, and it really helps spread the word 
about the podcast. If you would do that for me, I would super, super, 
super appreciate it. 

 Other than that, make sure you join the Mind4Survival Facebook group 
and get in on the Facebook lives, which are gonna be coming a lot more 
frequent. I love it, it's fun to get on there, and I love going back and 
forth. Anyhow, before I get going anymore, I'll wrap this up with the 
quote of the day. The quote of the day is by William Shakespeare, and 
he summed up the whole Dunning-Kruger effect with a great, great 
quote. Shakespeare said, "A fool thinks himself to be wise, but a wise 
man knows himself to be a fool." With that as always, stay safe, secure, 
and prepared, and never forget you're just one prep away from being 
better prepared. Bye for now. 

Announcer: Thanks for listening to the Mind4Survival podcast at 
www.Mind4Survival.com. 
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